Myriad 4.0 Software Update Information

You can get the latest software updates as well as Technical Support by visiting the P Squared Website at http://support.psquared.net/ or the P Squared Forum at http://forum.psquared.net/

v4.0.26

Databases: 
·	By default, Myriad now suggests using SQL 2012 instead of 2008r2

Library:
·	Link "Other Information" is now displayed in the Library results list.

SmoothEdit:
·	When recording into a cart that already exists, but has no audio, the titles were previously replaced with placeholder text. This has now been changed to keep your existing titling information

Macro Commands:
·	Database: You can now query various Database information fields - e.g. <PEP_DATABASE> and <PEP_DATABASE_DESCRIPTION>
·	New conditional statement: You can now use IF (DATABASE=MYSTATION) as a conditional statement
·	Log: 2 extra commands were actually introduced in v4.0.19 but were missed out of this updates file - JUMPDATETIME and JUMPDATETIMEHOUR

The following issues have been fixed:
·	Automatic Sound device detection: Myriad would display an error if more than 13 sound devices were installed on a computer.
·	Record Macro Command:  After a recording was finished and saved via a Macro command, the Audiowall would prompt if you wanted to jump to that recording.
·	Recording: Myriad would exit on some computers after you had cumulatively recorded more than 3 and half hours or 14 hours.
·	SmoothEdit: When looking at a preview waveform, clicking in to Zoom to Selection End several times could cause Myriad to exit.
·	Log Playback: If you added a hard level fade out to the end of an item before a Voice link then it would not be carried out during playback.
·	Fixed a problem with SmoothStream Advanced Debugging being turned off when loading the Segue Editor on some computers.
·	Typing only a year into the Description line of a cart would not be displayed on the AudioWall or when reopening the cart in SmoothEdit

v4.0.25

AudioWall:
·	You are now limited to a maximum of 499,999 carts on the AudioWall if the Global AudioWall Setting "Store each Cart's information in Master Cart List Files" is turned on. This is to prevent the Carts11.lst file from getting too large.
·	Import Wizard: The Import Wizard can now read I Like Music CSV files if they are next to the downloaded WAV file
·	Updated the default web locations for the Chart Information search in Global AudioWall Settings
·	Added extra handling for importing embedded information inside WAV files in oddly packed id3 Unicode string format.

Library:
·	There are 2 registry tweaks available to change the sorting of Categories and Types in the Library to sort alphabetically instead of by Category order. These registry keys are available from the P Squared Support team.

Commands:
·	There are 2 new PAD Commands - EXPORTTOFILE will export the contents of the Pad mixed using the extro markers to a file, and EXPORTTOCART exports the Pad mixed using extro markers to the specified cart.
·	The Myriad Command Processor Tool can now use the Pad commands (with the exception of the "live" commands that only work inside Myriad Playout like RUN, STOP, VIEW etc.)

The following issues have been fixed:
·	Import Wizard: Music Categories could be listed several times in the Category dropdown.
·	Instant Carts: If you tried to create more than 448 Instant Carts sets then Myriad could exit.
·	Log Editing: Saving a Script to the Log with a very long first line would cause AutoTrack to close.
·	Log Playback: If Myriad rolled into an AutoFade hour which contained just a small number of items (e.g. a couple of jingles and an hour long cart), and if it was significantly past the top of the hour (XX:00) then it would wrongly drop the long item resulting in under-running.
·	Myriad Manager Scheduled Warnings Report: If you did not have a default database specified in Myriad Settings, then Myriad Manager would exit instead of asking you which database to run the report against.
·	Segue Editor: Fixed a problem when editing a triple-segue item, where moving the last item while the middle item was still playing would cause the seg-playback to restart, but the last item would then not start playing back.

v4.0.24

Segue Editor:
·	The 'Grab handles' for the fade in and out have been moved vertically apart so it's now easy to separate them if they accidentally get placed together.
·	Log Items that don't have a title are now shown as <Untitled>
·	Dropped and Soft-Deleted items are no longer shown in the Segue Editor.
·	AutoHook Items are now displayed with a waveform if a Start or and End cart has been specified.
·	There is a new Hardware Output event - you can set a hardware output line to be active whenever the Popout Segue Editor is visible on screen.

Audio Settings:
·	Added a SmoothStream buffer size of "short" to reduce the number of times a loop must play before it can gracefully complete when using carts with short loop durations.

Windows Media Audio Playback Support:
·	Windows Media playback is not supported in SMX mode. If you need to playback WMA files then you will need to use non-SMX mode for your cart players. This does not affect audio file import or export, only playback.

The following issues have been fixed:
·	AudioWall: If you Jumped to a cart right at the start of the AudioWall that should be displayed in the first column, you then could not later scroll onto Cart 1.
·	Popout SegueEditor: If the Segue Editor was accidentally closed while off the side of the display, it is now positioned centrally the next time it's used
·	Popout SegueEditor: Opening and closing the Popout Segue Editor caused a resource leak that after a lot of open/close cycles could cause Myriad to exit.
·	Popout SegueEditor: Closing the Segue Editor while a new Segue was being recorded would result in incorrect (zero length) log items being added to the Log.
·	All SegueEditors: If you started playback of a triple-item, then "seek-ed" to within the last item in the segue, then the Segue Editor would get stuck in "play" mode once it reached the end of the Segue playback.
·	All SegueEditors: You could alter the position of the audio item after a Hook which would then cause odd playback. You are now prevented from adjusting the segue position coming out of an AutoHook.
·	Exporting Audio: Exporting a cart with '<' or '>' in the title would cause Myriad to exit.
·	Previewing Carts: If you selected to preview a cart in a popout preview player, but there was already something previewing in it then the new cart would be cued, but the popout player would be hidden.

v4.0.23 Update 1

The following issues have been fixed:
·	Autofilled items: These would sometimes not have an estimated start time set if they were then subsequently dropped.
·	Library Warning grids: Autofilled items that did not have estimated start times could cause Myriad to exit when trying to update the Warning grids.

v4.0.23

Log Playback:
·	AutoFill: Myriad AutoTrack users can now specify different InstantTrack Presets to use for AutoFill (which is used when an hour does not contain enough music). These are configured in the Myriad AutoTrack Clock Rules window, and apply to any clocks that then use that Clock Rule set. For example you may have a Clock Rules set called "Easy" for Easy listening that is used by overnight clocks. You can now create an InstantTrack preset that will only choose songs from an Easy Listening Category and set the Clock Rules set to use that IT Preset. If Myriad Playout then needs to top up the hour it will then use that Preset instead of the station default. Clock Rules placed within the Clock (for example at a half past show format change) also allow you change the IT Preset used from then onwards.
·	
·	Commands:
·	There is a new command type "SOCIAL" - this will send a SOCIAL message to Myriad OCP to be sent on to Twitter or Facebook (or both). The format is "SOCIAL <Reference> <Your Message>" - Reference can be "TWIT", "FACE" or "TWITFACE"
·	There is a new LOG command - "CLOSEDATABASE"

Library:
·	InstantTrack: Category weightings have a new streamlined graphic.
·	
·	Importing Audio: 
·	When importing WAV files with CartChunk data in, Myriad now ignores any "SEGe" Timer markers.

Hardware Manager:
·	(Release 2) Experimental Feature: There is a new feature that allows you to use the analogue controls on a joystick or gamepad to scroll round the audiowall and up and down the log. These controls are currently hardcoded and cannot be changed. To enable this feature you need to add /AnalogueHardware=1 to the command line of Myriad Playout.
·	(Release 2) There are several new Hardware Line input detections that can be used:
·	AudioWall: Scroll Left/Right/Up/Down/Page, Jump home
·	AudioWall: Play Item/Item Hook
·	AudioWall: Insert highlit item directly into the Log
·	Log: Jump home
·	Log: Pause log playback
·	Log: Dump playing item
·	Log: Toggle Highlit Item End Type/Soft Delete item


Note: Database Schema Changes information for DB Admins:
·	There are schema changes with this release of Myriad. For full information please refer to the Myriad AutoTrack Update Information.
·	
·	The following issues have been fixed:
·	(Release 2)  Restoring from Minimised: The buttons on the Left hand tabs would not be positioned correctly, and in some cases Myriad Playout could exit afterwards.
·	Log Editing: You could right click on non-audio log items (Ab Times, Reset Times, Commands, Hardware etc.) and "Change Type" to a song/link/cart etc.
·	Log Hour Export to Audition: The Log Exporter would not start correctly if you had a space in your database name.
·	SmoothEdit: If your AudioWall Format was not WAV, then starting a new recording into a blank cart from within SmoothEdit would not save the audio to the correct filename.
·	Segue Editor: If the Voice Link was due to start at exactly the same time as the second item, then the preview playback would not play them at the correct moment the first time you set it going, but would work if you seeked within the segue. Log Playback of the Segue would always play correctly.
·	Command Processor: The LOG OPENDATABASE command would not work with SQL based databases.
·	Command Processor: The LogItem EstimatedStartDateTimeXML and EstimatedEndDateTimeXML PEP tags were not working.
·	Command Processor Documentation: The documentation previously showed that the legacy EstimatedStartDateTime and EstimatedEndDateTime PEP tags were still available. In Myriad v4 these tags were superceded by the EstimatedStartDateTimeXML etc. version and are no longer valid. The documentation has therefore been updated to remove these discontinued tags.

v4.0.22

AudioWall:
·	Move/Copy Cart: The Move/Copy cart dialog has been given a facelift to present more information about the Carts that you are copying or moving from and to.
·	
·	Myriad Intelligent Interface (MII):
·	VRM: Myriad Playout now has initial support for the P Squared VRM Touchscreen based digital audio mixer.
·	
·	Audio Playback:
·	Eject Rules: The rules that control whether a Cart can be ejected from a player while playing now also apply to the Eject keys on programmable keyboards and any Macro Language commands.
·	Cart Player Colours: You can now select the background colour for each of the Cart Players individually.

This release contains an almost entirely re-written Segue Editor. The older setting in Station Database Settings that determined which cart players to use for Segue Editing have been replaced by a new setting in Audio Settings that determines which soundcard to use directly, instead of using a range of cart players. You should use the soundcard in "SMX" mode otherwise fade ins and outs will not work.

Segue Editor:
·	Seek anywhere: During Segue playback, you can now right click anywhere in the Segue view to instantly jump the Segue playback to that position.
·	Single channel playback: Older releases of Myriad Playout used several cart players whenever the Segue Editor was open - Myriad now uses just a single Soundcard directly (set via AudioSettings) so does not use up any of your Cart players.
·	Much more responsive:  The Segue Editor is now much quicker in operation and the display is much smoother
·	Improved graphics:  If a Cart does not have a waveform preview, you now see a simplified waveform in its place rather than the older coloured blocks.
·	Improved capabilities: You can now record voice links into and out of most unscheduled items and non Audio items (like Split Advert Breaks). You can also now record a new Voice link around a Social Post.
·	AutoScaling during Recording: If you are recording a very long voice link, then the display automatically resizes to keep the intro of the next song visible on screen.
·	Better Cart Management: The Segue Editor now looks for the 'next' empty cart after the last one within the Voice Links range rather than always looking for the first available one in the range. This significantly speeds up finding a suitable cart in a very heavily used system, and also massively reduces the chances of 2 users trying to record into the same cart.

Myriad OCP:
·	Manual Update: The Manual Update window has been slightly re-arranged to make it easier to update.
·	
·	The following issues have been fixed:
·	SmoothEdit: Saving carts in some mp3 formats would result in the sample rate being changed to 32kHz
·	Popout SegueEditor: If the Segue Editor was open when Station Database Settings were changed then it would not record any new links until it was closed and re-opened.
·	Docked SegueEditor: If you logged out with the docked Segue Editor expanded then it would leave the expanded space blank when the next user logged in.
·	OCP Items To Send: The list of options in the Station Database Settings window for which Item Types to send to Myriad OCP was showing "Link" instead of "News" for News Audio and News Story Items.
·	OCP Updates: OCP would only be sent an update after a log edit if the next item had already cued in a player - e.g. swapping the next item wouldn't trigger an update of OCP.
·	Soundcard Assignment: If the soundcard Myriad was assigned to use in SMX mode was no longer available Myriad would exit on startup so you couldn't change to a different device without having to use the Recovery Utility.
·	Dashboard display in AutoFade mode: The Dashboard progress bar did not take into account any AutoFade adjustments to the playing item.
·	Log Editing: Restoring a deleted Log Item from the trash bin into the current hour would not update the log start times.

v4.0.21

Rotate Carts: 
·	You can setup a cart to play a different piece of audio each time it's played. These are based on a variation of List Carts
·	For example, you could add 3 different versions of a Sponsor Tag to a single cart that is assigned to an Instant Cart, so that each time you press that Instant Cart a different version plays. 
·	To create a Rotate cart, create a new cart with a Title and NO audio. Then on the Item Description line add in the other carts that you want to "rotate" through, each separated by a comma. Then put an exclamation mark before the first one you want to play. For example !1,2,3 - this will rotate through carts 1 2 and 3, starting with cart 1. The first time you double click to play this cart (or fire it via an IC) it will play cart 1, then move the ! along to Cart 2. Then the next time it plays it will play cart 2 and so on. 
·	You should not schedule Rotate carts directly in the Log as they won't rotate correctly (you should use Link Collections to do this from AutoTrack), but you can manually drag a Rotate Cart into the log and it will assign the next item into the Log. However, you can import Rotate Carts from a Log file - for example a Selector Log might contain a Log entry to play Cart 123 which is a Rotate Cart. If so, then the next suitable item from Cart 123 will be added to the Scheduled Log.

AudioWall:
·	Import Audio Formats (Experimental): This release includes experimental support for importing from AAC, M4A and 3GP files. At present titling information is NOT imported, only the audio itself.
·	Import Audio: Myriad now detects SCISYS dira! (formerly VCS) XML files when importing audio and will import matching copyright details.
·	Import Wizard: Arabic text is now displayed correctly on the Import Wizard's List views.
·	Moving/Copying Carts: There is a new button on the Move/Copy window to allow you to quickly find the first available cart in your personal range.
·	Pad: When you export a Pad to a single cart it now has a better title, and a Preview Waveform is now automatically created if these are enabled.
·	SmoothEdit: Arabic text is now displayed correctly on all main text boxes.

Instant Carts:
·	The Player Search behaviour for Instant Carts has been changed to match that of the AudioWall. IC's will now look for the first Closed player, if it can't find one it will then look for a Cued player. Only if it still can't find one will it now refuse to play the Instant Cart.
·	
·	Log Display:
·	Export Hour to Multitrack Session File (Experimental): There is a new right click option on the Hour Start Log Item. This exports out the current hour to an Adobe Audition Multitrack session file that can then be used to create a mixdown of that hour. At present this only supports audio items (e.g. Songs, Links, Carts, Voicelinks, Adverts etc.) and does not include any delays caused by Absolute Times etc.
·	The Hour Mode (e.g. Live/Auto/AutoFade) is now always displayed on the Hour Start item bar even if you have switched off the Customise option to hide Cart Numbers.

Commands:
·	The PLAYER FADE command format has been changed. The new format is PLAYER FADE <Player>,<CartNumber Reference>,FadeDuration. You can therefore specify the Player OR the Cart Number which means you can now fade a specified cart regardless of whichever player it's in.
·	
·	Reports:
·	The Scheduled Warning report now reports each item that had to be AutoFilled into an hour.
·	
·	Scheduled Log:
·	Removing an hour from the Log now also removes any Scheduled Items History (aka Schedule Rule Fails) that were logged by AutoTrack during scheduling.
·	
·	Hardware Manager:
·	Added support for Advantech DAQNavi Device Drivers (allows Advantech cards to work on 32bit or 64bit versions of Windows)
·	You can now see the Preview Status of the Cart Players via hardware lines.
·	You can now start, pause and stop the Cart Recorder from Hardware lines.
·	The status of the Cart Recorder is now available via the Hardware manager - Recording, Paused and Waiting For Level.

Database Configuration:
·	The "P Squared" SQL Server option has been changed to be equivalent to Microsoft SQL Server 2012
·	
·	Command Line Options:
·	You can now specify the Top and Left positions of Myriad Playout via the command options /Top= and /Left=
·	The command line options to specify the height and width have been changed to /Height= and /Width=  (instead of  the older /HResolution= and /VResolution=)

The following issues have been fixed:
·	Dashboard: The Dashboard Overrun Label would have the wrong back colour when you first started Myriad if you had customised your colour scheme.
·	Log Playback: Sweepers played at intro start would not always duck the incoming song in the correct place, particularly if they had an Intro Start.
·	Add Hour To Log: Adding an hour to the log by adding carts from the AudioWall would leave an empty hour if you cancelled when asked how many carts to add.
·	SMX Playback: There was a very small memory leak when playing back a large number of items with Cart Players in SMX playback mode.
·	SmoothEdit: The "day" was wrong next to the Kill Date when you first opened SmoothEdit.
·	AudioWall, SmoothEdit, Pad and Jump To Cart: A Cart with corrupted colours would cause Myriad to exit when viewed in any of the listed areas.
·	Players: Clicking Jump to this Cart on the AudioWall did not switch tabs to the AudioWall.
·	Audio Playback: Playback would sometimes pause when looking for an empty cart on very large AudioWalls.
·	PlayLog Reports: Reports that contained old v3 "<On-Air Computer>" filters would not return any results. These will now return results, but you may need to go onto the "Other Options" tab to select the option to "Only show items played while the computer was On-Air"
·	PlayLog Reports: The Computer list would not show all Computers available in the Myriad Common Database if some computers had been removed from the master Computers list.
·	PlayLog Reports: The manual Save Results as Reconciliation File option would only work if you had specified a "Default" Station Database, and would only output to a file with a .REC extension.
·	PlayLog Reports: The manual Save Results as Reconciliation File option would not work in a US Date Format.

v4.0.19

AudioWall:
·	You can now re-order the columns in the Find Cart window pane and the order is remembered when you next login.
·	Import Wizard: You can now import a list of audio files in the RCS Linker and RCS Spots XML Export format (you could already import songs from an RCS Selector XML Export format)
·	If you drag 'n' drop a file on top of an existing Cart, you are now asked if you want to overwrite it first.
·	Transport Files: In Global AudioWall settings you can now specify that audio should be be packaged into the Transport File using a different format - for example you might want to always use mp3 format when sending Carts in a Transport file but don't want to convert your main AudioWall to mp3.

SmoothEdit:
·	New Clipping Feature: There are new buttons in both Preview and Full Edit to export the currently highlit section as a temporary Clip to the Pad. These can then be played or mixed down as usual into other carts making this an incredibly powerful way of quickly building up a sequence of clips 
·	New SnapShot Feature: There is a new Create Snapshot button on the main SmoothEdit Toolbar - clicking this will take a snapshot of the current Audio and store it a "Snapshots" subfolder of the Audiowall. You can then revert back to this SnapShot by clicking the drop down option next to that button. To turn this feature on you need to turn on the SnapShots option on the "Global AudioWall Settings" window on the "Other Tab". These SnapShots are duplicated when copying a cart. They are also moved and deleted along with the original cart.
·	Insert From Pad: In Full Edit, there are 2 new options on the Paste dropdown to insert the entire contents of the current Pad mixed together, or to Mix Insert the current pad over the top of the current Edit.
·	The Selection Length is now displayed in Full Waveform Edit as well as in Waveform Preview

Pad:
·	SmoothEdit Clips: Clips that have been added to the Pad from SmoothEdit can be dragged from the Pad onto the AudioWall to Import them as new Carts.
·	After exporting a Pad to a Cart, you are now asked if you want to Jump to that cart on the AudioWall - previous versions of Myriad Playout would ask if you wanted to play that item immediately instead.
·	If Myriad is configured to be "Optimised for touch screen", Carts on the Pad are now shown in double height.
·	The Pad now displays Pad Entries using your Customised Font.

Library:
·	You can now re-order the columns in the Library and the order is remembered when you next login.
·	Items are now shown in a Category if they are there due to their "Alternate Category" being set.

Log:
·	Log Editing: There is a new popout on the right click menu for Hook options. These include to Cue and Play the Hook, and also to  Preview the Log item's Hook in the preview player.
·	Reconciliation: You can now configure the extension used for Advert Rec Files. It defaults to .REC

Hardware Manager:
·	Added support for Advantech DAQNavi Device Drivers (allows Advantech cards to work on 32bit or 64bit versions of Windows)
·	
·	User Security:
·	The Directory History Application Names have been updated to reflect the new Myriad Family naming scheme.
·	
·	Commands:
·	There are 2 new Log Commands - LOG ITEM CUEHOOK and LOG ITEM PLAYHOOK.
·	There are 3 new Pad commands - PAD VIEW SHOW, PAD VIEW HIDE and PAD VIEW TOGGLE. These only apply when a user is logged in and show/hide/toggle the Docked Pad.
·	There are 3 new Instant Cart commands - IC VIEW SHOW, IC VIEW HIDE and IC VIEW TOGGLE. These only apply when a user is logged in and show/hide/toggle the Docked Instant Carts.
·	There are several new security related commands. Please contact P Squared technical support for more information about these commands.

Myriad Network v4:
·	Added support for Myriad Network and Myriad Network Master v4
·	
·	New Databases:
·	When you create a new database, the name of the Database now has any spaces removed - the "Title" keeps the spaces.
·	
·	Audio Playback:
·	Myriad Playout no longer marks carts as "Possibly Corrupted" if it has problems during playback.
·	
·	Other Changes:
·	Myriad Manager: The main Logo has been updated to reflect the new Myriad Family naming scheme.
·	Automatic Windows Logon: Myriad Settings will now attempt to use the new P Squared Automatic Logon Application if it is installed on the PC.

The following issues have been fixed:
·	AudioWall: You couldn't set an AudioWall Jump Button to higher than cart 99,999
·	Log Playback: In Live Assist, sometimes items would not be Force Faded at the end if the following item had a STOP at the end.
·	Log Playback: Playback could stop waiting for a GO if an item in the middle of a triple item segue had been edited to have a stop at the end.
·	Audio File Import: If your AudioWall is configured to allow any audio format, but you have also set all Audio to be normalised during import, then the Audio was being converted to the AudioWall format even if you selected 'No' when asked if you wanted the Audio converted to the AudioWall format.
·	Transport File: Myriad would exit when trying to import a Transport file that contained a TXT and a legacy RTF notes file.
·	Pad: The tooltip text for the Save and Export buttons was sometimes not being displayed.
·	Command Processor: The AUDIOWALL EXPORT command would not create Transport Files correctly.
·	Serial Commands: If you configured a command to use any Comm Port other than Port 1 the command would not execute, and Myriad would sometimes throw an error when being closed down.
·	Segue Editor: Recording a voice link next to an unscheduled Advert Break would not mark the Date of playout onto the Cart.
·	Arrow Keys: In many locations within Myriad Playout, pressing the arrow keys would scroll around the AudioWall whereas it should have been scrolling the current window - e.g. navigating a right click menu, or navigating a File Open/Save dialog box
·	SMX Mode: Several issues with playback where audio would get left in a cart player when it reached the end, and also several issues with glitching during playback.
·	Monitor: Time Until Next Segue was only being sent in Live Assist Mode or if the Dashboard was turned off

Note: Database Schema Changes information for DB Admins:
·	There are a large number of new fields and tables added with this release of Myriad. For full information please refer to the Myriad AutoTrack Update Information.
·	
·	v4.0.18
·	
·	AudioWall:
·	There is a new right click option to add the highlit cart as Next To Play in the Log.
·	
·	Audio Import:
·	Title information stored in WAV files using the "DISP" format is now imported when importing audio files.
·	Previously the Import Wizard could only import Artist Name information if the item also had a Title. This has now changed so Artist Info will always be imported if available regardless of the Item Title.

Database Selection:
·	If you have a large number of databases the Choose Database window now displays them in a list instead of the grid.
·	
·	Settings Changes:
·	There is a new menu option to access the Common Database Settings window - this allows you to configure how long Play Logs are kept for. This window is also available from the Emergency Recovery Utility.
·	If you are using a SQL Server Connection, you are now required to use a Common Database (which is used to store the Play Logs as well as basic information about each computer that is running a Myriad Product.The default name for this database is "Myriad4Data" - if you need to import your older .PLY play log files then you can use the Play Log Importer that is installed in the Tools sub folder of the Myriad Playout installtion folder.

Log Playback:
·	Added extra debug logging during Log Playback to keep track of how the QAE is performing.
·	
·	TCP/UDP Commands:
·	Previously you could only have 5 concurrent connections when sending IP messages. Myriad Playout now creates new pooled connections if there are no available connections to allow many more concurrent connections.
·	
·	Myriad Monitor and Anywhere:
·	Hour Start and End items are now sent to Myriad Monitor and Myriad Anywhere.
·	
·	Contact and User Importer Tool:
·	You can now import Contacts and Users from other P Squared Contacts and Users Directories - this is particuarly useful when migrating from an Access based Directory to a SQL based one.
·	
·	Setup Wizard Changes:
·	If you select the Education Role, then the option to Allow the Database to be filled from the AudioWall is now on by default.
·	The Station Database is now created using the name you entered in the Station Name text box.

Note: Database Schema Changes information for DB Admins:
·	The Clocks table has a new Settings Column - type=nText
·	The Log and the Clocks tables now have Information5 and Information6 - both type=real
·	The Log and the Clocks tables now have InformationString5 and InformationString6 - both type=nvarchar(255)

The following issues have been fixed:
·	Scheduling Reports: The Underrunning Hours report was not correctly reporting hours that were due to underrun.
·	SmoothEdit: Myriad would exit if you tried playing back audio or zooming in/out when looking at the 'Other' Tab
·	AutoFill and AutoAdd: InstantTrack would use all Categories to fill any underrunning hours instead of just the selected Categories.
·	Import Wizard: After importing a file from a folder, you could not delete that folder until you had closed Myriad AutoTrack

v4.0.17

Tweet direct from Myriad Playout:
·	If you are using Myriad OCP+ you can now send tweets directly from the Log (including scheduling them in Myriad AutoTrack) and even turn on a button to send them directly from the Player bar. To enable this button, go to Myriad Settings>General Settings and look under 'Social'
·	
·	Audio Engine:
·	Myriad Playout now uses the new P Squared SmoothStream Extended mode (SMX) by default. If your Cart Player assignment was set to Manual there will be no changes to your current configuration, but if you are set to Automatic Player Assignment you will now be switched to the SMX versions of each of your sound playback devices.
·	If you are using a sound device that presents to Windows as a single device with multiple channels (i.e. an 8 Channel device or a 7.1 Device) then Myriad automatically configures itself to use these in REVERSE order - this is to that SmoothEdit and other tools that have to use the first 2 channels are able to use the same device as "Cart Player 4".
·	Please note that Looped Carts is not supported when using SMX playback

Note: SMX is only available when running Myriad on Windows 7 or higher.

Other Audio Engine Changes (SMX Only):
·	Myriad now auto-detects the Avid/M-Audio FastTrack range of sound cards as well as the Duo-Capture device.
·	When you first run Myriad Playout and go through the Setup Wizard it will automatically create a minimum of 4 Players using suitable sound devices. You can alter the selections via the Audio Settings window after the Wizard has completed.

SQL Server Setup:
·	The Configuration for SQL Server Setup in File Locations and the Setup Wizard has been radically overhauled making it much easier to configure your SQL Connection details - particularly if you are new to installing and using SQL Server.
·	
·	Display Changes:
·	In "Dual on a single screen" mode,  Myriad Playout now detects if it is running in 'Portrait' mode on a widescreen and configures itself with the Log above the Audiowall.
·	Myriad Playout now detects screen resolution changes on the fly and attempts to configure itself to the new resolution. This WILL cause audio glitches in most circumstances due to the way that Windows updates it's Media Devices.

Categories:
·	You can now categorise Carts using up to 64 Categories, (previously it was limited to 32).
·	
·	Importing Audio:
·	When importing audio using the Import Wizard, you can now override the default Normalisation and select Peak or RMS Normalisation.
·	
·	SmoothEdit:
·	There is a new toolbar option to show or hide the Intro/Extro timings panel.
·	(Release 2) Added <CTRL>+I to listen to the entire intro of a cart.
·	(Release 2) Moved the Delete button away from the Save button

Instant Carts:
·	The performance of loading Instant Cart sets has been improved, particularly when first starting Myriad Playout.
·	Instant Cart info is now only sent to remote connections (e.g. Myriad Anywhere) when it changes, rather than every time the display is refreshed.
·	Instant Cart info is now only sent to remote connections in XML format.

Command Processor Changes:
·	There are several new commands - AUDIOWALL ITEM PREVIEW/PREVIEWEXTRO/PREVIEWHOOK and LOG ITEM PREVIEWEXTRO/PREVIEWHOOK
·	
·	Licensing Changes:
·	"Admin" Licenses can now record segues directly into the Segue Editor. 
·	
·	Log Changes:
·	When inserting, replacing or swapping items that have been Seg-Edited, the Seg-Edits are now reset on the adjacent items.
·	When moving a Log Item, any "Fade In" that you have added is now reset.
·	There is a new Log Item Type of "News" - these appear with a different icon, but otherwise behave largely the same as Carts - they cannot be dropped or faded, but you can control whether they should be sent to OCP or not for Now/Next/Approaching End.

SegueEditor Changes:
·	There is a new Station Database setting that lets you control whether to use Peak or RMS normalisation for new Voice Links.
·	When recording a new Voice Link, the name of the person recording the link is stored in the ArtistName line and the Estimated Playout date/time is stored in the Description.

Myriad Manager:
·	You can now create new Contact Categories directly from the Edit Contact window.
·	
·	Myriad Anywhere and Monitor:
·	You must upgrade to v4.0.16 or higher of Myriad Anywhere and Monitor to connect to this release of Myriad Playout.
·	
·	Emergency Recovery Tool:
·	The layout of the File Locations has been revised to make it simpler to manage the Data and Audio Locations.
·	
·	XML Changes:
·	There have been a large number of changes to the XML Schema for hdItem objects, if you are using these to read information from Myriad Playout, you will need to revise your XML processing. Please contact P Squared for more information.
·	
·	The following issues have been fixed:
·	SegueEditor: The SegueEditor was wrongly showing that items other than a Song would be Auto-Force-Faded at their Extro points. Only Songs can be Auto-Force-Faded at their Extro points. This does NOT affect any Fades that you manually apply using the Segue Editor.
·	SegueEditor: You could not record a link into a cart that had no Audio.
·	SegueEditor: You could not adjust the segue position of a cart that had no audio.
·	SegueEditor: If you altered a segue in the current On-Air hour on a different PC then the timings would not be updated (or reflected in the On-Air studio) until the next segue.
·	SegueEditor: If you attempted to record a link next to another existing link, you were correctly told this was not valid, but the Seg Editor would then stop updating as you scrolled round the log.
·	SmoothEdit: The 'nudge' buttons were behaving differently in Basic edit vs Full Edit.
·	Audio Engine: Fixed error with SMX audio peak meters being reversed.
·	Main display (Release 2) : If the Pad was visible then you logged out and back in again the pad would not display, but a space was left for it.
·	Log Playback (Release 2) : Scheduling Hidden commands (those with a ! prefix) in the log would execute the command but then it would not move on to the next item in the log.

v4.0.15

Experimental new Audio Mode (Requires Windows 7 or later)
·	Myriad v4.0.15 introduces a new SmoothStream Extended (SMX) mode which allows you to mix multiple cart players on a single sound device. Some possible uses are:
·	Running Myriad using a Laptop with a single onboard sound card.
·	Automation playout PCs no longer need a multichannel soundcard
·	Configuring the Segue Editor to use 'hidden' cart players that are all routed to the same SMX sound device
·	Important: This new Audio Mode is HIGHLY experimental and should not be used 'live' on-air. It has been extensively tested, however as it's such a core part of the AudioEngine it should only be used for testing. If you do have any problems then you should disable the option and re-assign your Players to normal soundcards.
·	To enable this feature, go into Audio Settings, change the Allocation mode to Manual, then tick the "Allow sound cards to be assigned in Extended Mode" option. You will then see new options in the drop downs for each player - each sound device will be shown with an SMX prefix. Select these versions to use the new mode.
·	If you do have any comments on the new Mode, please send them to P Squared and any possible changes will then be included in future releases.

Library:
·	If you are not using Myriad AutoTrack you can now "Fill the Library with Categorised Carts" for use with InstantTrack and AutoFill. This option needs to be turned on in Station Database Settings - please note that you MUST NOT use this feature if you are using Myriad AutoTrack to manage your database, and AutoTrack will insist that this option is turned off before it will open the database again.
·	
·	SmoothEdit:
·	When a Cart does not have a Preview waveform you are now presented with a button to have this created for you immediately.
·	
·	Log Display: 
·	There is now an option for a new 'Modern' Colour Set instead of the older 'Classic' pastel Log Item Colours. You can switch between the sets using a new button in the "Station Database Settings" window on the Log Items Tab. You can also still completely customise the colours used for the different Log Item types.
·	
·	Log Playout:
·	Added special handling for the scenario where you have limited the number of Player that Log Playout can use, and a sweeper is cued waiting to play when Myriad tries to PreCue the next Song.
·	If you have set Log Playout to Cue the next item immediately, this is now deliberately slightly delayed (by approx 0.5 of a second) to give time for any other Segue specific actions to occur first (e.g. attached commands/sweepers etc) 

Segue Editor:
·	If the segue is still saving when you try to close the Popout Segue editor you are now prompted to wait until it's completed.
·	
·	Play Logs: 
·	Added extra Cart Number handling to allow for situations where full Play Logs are not available.
·	
·	Myriad OCP/Network information:
·	The name of the current presenter and Show Title (from the Log) are now sent to Myriad OCP/Network the moment it connects.
·	
·	Myriad Manager:
·	Audio Reports: The Mass Change Colours has been improved to allow you to see the colour scheme you are choosing, as well as a new option to "Reset" the colours of the selected Carts to the defaults.
·	Copyright Reports: You can now set a default filename to be used when exporing the results to a CSV file. You can specify <STARTDATE> and <ENDDATE> to have the filename automatically include the date range of the report in the filename.

The following issues have been fixed:
·	Log Display: If you had selected Customise Log Display Fonts, these weren't being used when you first logged in until you scrolled the log.
·	Log Editing: Using the Suggest or Swap buttons would not update some of the Timing displays (such as the Dashboard)
·	Log Editing: If you had an item "Copied", the Swap button wouldn't work until you cleared the selection.
·	Log Editing: Adding Songs and Links to the Log would not update some non-critical information used by AutoTrack to generate certain internal reports.
·	Log Playback: If a Sweeper was in the log and there was a Link Script between it and the Song then the Overrun/underrun was not being calculated properly
·	SmoothEdit: Fixed a problem where pressing the previous/next cart buttons would not open the Audio for editing if you were already in that mode.
·	SmoothEdit: Fixed a problem where pressing the previous/next cart buttons would not clear the T attribute from files in Individual List Mode.
·	Segue Editor: A new voice link would not be saved if the "Save Recording" message box was on screen when the Log Updated.
·	Sedue Editor: Previewing the first or last item of an AutoHook was not working.
·	Computers List: Changes to the "Computer Name" of a Computer were overwritten the next time that Computer was used.
·	Emergency Configuration: This was not using the SQL connection when editing the Computers List.
·	Myriad Manager Scheduled Reports: Fixed a problem with the date range selector not being fully visible when expanded.
·	(v4.0.15 Release 2) Myriad Manager's Mass Move or Copy would not allow you to enter a cart number higher than 99,999
·	(v4.0.15 Release 2) You could not enter a cart higher than 99,999 into the Station Database Voice Links Range, or AutoHook Cart number fields.
·	(v4.0.15 Release 3) Fixed a problem with not being able to view Item Information for Database Items stored in a Jet Database.

v4.0.14

SmoothEdit:
·	There are now keyboard shortcuts for quickly previewing, nudging and setting the various Timing points such as Intro, Hook and Extro. These are displayed by clicking the Help button next to the timing bar.
·	Added keyboard shortcuts of <Ctrl>+<LeftArrow> and <Ctrl>+<RightArrow> for the Navigation arrows on the toolbar.

Log Editing:
·	Swapping two log items now leaves the end types (i.e. Stop/Go/Sweep) in place.
·	
·	Database Upgrades:
·	If you open a database that was created by an earlier release of Myriad then you will now be prompted before the database is upgraded.
·	To prevent Myriad upgrading a database structure (which will stop older releases of Myriad from opening it) you can add the string (UL) - including the brackets - to the description. Myriad will detect this and refuse to open and upgrade the database.
·	The Database Description Table has a new column of UpgradesBlocked that allows you to prevent this - and future - versions of Myriad from upgrading the database.

Database Access:
·	Myriad Playout now loads quicker due to reducing the number of times that the Database's structure is checked before being opened.
·	
·	The following issues have been fixed:
·	Log Editing: Copying an item from one location in the log to another would not reset some of the history related fields.
·	Log Editing: Fully deleting an item from the Log wouldn't always remove it from the Cart Players if it was already pre-cued.
·	Log Editing: Suggesting an item would show the Artist and Item Title Separation warnings based on the start of the selected hour, rather than the actual item selected.

v4.0.12

Important Notes: 
·	If you are using a SQL Server, Myriad now uses a database stored on the SQL Server (by default called 'Myriad4Data') to store Play Logs and Computer Information.
·	If you are using Myriad Monitor or Myriad Anywhere, you must be using v4.0.12 or higher.

Main Window Changes:
·	There is a new option in Myriad Settings that allows you to switch the main Tab Strip buttons into "wide" mode which is more useful for screens with limited height.
·	If you have enabled the option to optimise the display for touchscreen, the main Tab Strips are now wider making it easier to press them with a finger tip.
·	When using the Touchscreen optimisation setting, the font size for Instant Carts and the Library has been reduced slightly.
·	The Setup Wizard now has a new page explaining the different options for using SQL Server or JET file based databases - note that the matching release of Myriad AutoTrack is not yet compatible with JET based databases.

Clock Changes:
·	The Clock strip displayed at the top of the AudioWall and the Log Display has been overhauled
·	
·	Importing Audio:
·	You can now load an exported RCS Song or Link XML file into the Import Audio Wizard
·	When importing an Audio File that doesn't have any embedded Titling information the name of the File is used as the Cart Title. If the Cart Number was the prefix of the Filename, this is now stripped off.

Library Changes:
·	There is a new 'Preview' button on the Tab Strip that cues the item in "'preview" mode.
·	The Songs and Links Nodes are now both expanded by default.
·	The Warnings section now matches the type used in Myriad AutoTrack.
·	When displaying the warnings at the foot of the Library and the Item Information window, the Song, Link and Artist Separation used to determine when to highlight in red are now read from the Default Global Rules set. If the appropriate rule is not in use on the category then a default of 2 hours is assumed.

Dashboard Changes:
·	The Dashboard is now shorter than before with a clearer display that is much more like the main Log Display.
·	The Dashboard now uses the Station Database setting to display titles from the Carts instead of the Log.

Log Display Changes:
·	If you are running with 2 or more Monitors you can now control if the Log Button Bar is displayed above the Log instead of on the right hand Tab Strip. This setting is in Myriad Settings>Station Database Settings.
·	
·	Log Editing Changes:
·	The keyboard shortcut for Swap has changed to CTRL+Z
·	There is a new "Swap" button on the Button Bar that allows you to highlight a Log item, click Swap, then click on the Log item that you want to swap with.
·	The behaviour of the Swap feature has changed so you can use the CTRL+W shortcut key to Start and Complete a Swap action.
·	When "Suggesting" a Song or Link, the Song or Link Category Node is now expanded as appropriate.
·	When displaying Suggestions from the Library to add to the log, the Start and End Dates are now used (as well as the Hour Restrictions)
·	When displaying Suggestions, clicking the "Info" button now highlights the hour that you will be inserting/replacing into instead of the "current" hour.
·	The ability to "Replace" Adverts, Split Adverts, Split Cart Groups and some other Item Types has been disabled.

Segue Editor Changes:
·	You can now hear all of an item going into non-audio items (such as Split Ad Breaks/Groups etc.)
·	You can now preview segues coming out of non-audio items (such as Split Ad Breaks/Groups etc.)

On-Air Control Changes:
·	Myriad will now only request Log and Cart Group Length information from Myriad Network when it first connects instead of each time another Myriad Network connects/disconnects from the network.
·	
·	Player Changes:
·	There is a new setting in Myriad Audio Settings that allows you to control if the Cart Players are displayed at the top or the bottom of the screen. There is a known limitation of using this feature and Hook Players as the list of items will not display in the correct place.
·	Added automatic detection for Roland OCTA-CAPTURE Sound devices.

Reports:
·	Myriad Manager can now create much larger Copyright Reports covering entire months instead of only being able to reliably run with smaller date periods.
·	Play Log reports now run much faster than before.

Database Structure Changes:
·	Advert, Advert Category and Advert Collision tables are now all added to the database by default (previously they were only added if you launched the Myriad Advert Manager)
·	
·	XML Schema Changes:
·	When using XML to examine Carts from the AudioWall, each carts information is now returned in an <hdItem> node - note the use of camelCase - previously the node was all lowercase - <hditem>
·	
·	The following issues have been fixed:
·	Dashboard: The 'Overrun' would oscillate between 2 numbers in certain situations.
·	Dashboard: The 'Overrun' would stop counting during the extro of the current item if it was set to Stop at the end.
·	Log Display: Previously, if you activated the option to display titles from Carts instead of the log, only a single Artist would be displayed because Carts only have a single Artist line. In this scenario, Artist 2 and 3 are now kept from the Log, and only the Item Title and primary artist are used from the Cart.
·	Log Display on PC's that aren't "On-Air": the Log wasn't automatically scrolling correctly when the "Automatically Scroll..." option was enabled.
·	Log Editing: When suggesting a replacement Song/Link, pressing the Escape key would select the highlit item instead of cancelling the replacement process.
·	Log Editing: Suggesting a replacement for a Live Read Link in some Databases would not show the correct Category of items.
·	Log Editing: You could not drop a "Script" only Link into the Log
·	Library: When logging into Myriad for the very first time the Columns would not all be displayed.
·	SmoothEdit: Pressing the Delete key on the waveform would stop Space bar from working to start/stop the Audio Playback until you clicked back on the waveform
·	SmoothEdit: The 'T' Attribute was being left on the WAV and LST File if you imported a wav file then immediately closed SmoothEdit
·	Memory Leak: Previously there would be a gradual increase in Memory Usage if you were using the Individual List File option as carts were read/written from the AudioWall
·	AudioWall: The Kill Date would automatically set itself to the current date on carts after certain actions (such as using the AudioWall Processor tool)
·	AudioWall: If the colours of a cart were set to invalid colours (during import etc.) then Myriad would exit.

v4.0.11

Log Display Changes:
·	There is a new option to control if PC's that aren't "On-Air" automatically scroll down the log when not being used - Myriad Settings>Station Database>"Automatically scroll the Log to 'now' even when not On-Air". 
·	
·	Segue Editor Changes:
·	Previously if the Log 'Jumped' home while you were initially moving an item in the Segue Editor, the Editor would jump to match the new Log Display.
·	The Log Display now follows more actions in the Popout Segue Editor to determine if it should timeout and jump 'Home'

OnAir Control Changes:
·	The Default setting for new Profiles has been changed to "Only request control when told to by the user"
·	
·	Other Changes:
·	Added extra debugging information to the Log Access and Segue Edit routines.
·	Simplified various internal procedures when Pre-Cueing the next available Log Item.
·	The check to see if the Database has been used by a "newer" version of Myriad has been removed.
·	Added a new experimental DFS Compatibility Mode that is used when deleting Carts. This works by instead of just deleting the Cart immediately, instead it is renamed to a temporary filename, then deleted. To enable this mode you will need to add the following DWORD registry key: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\PSquared\DFSCompatibiltyMode=1
·	Debug Logging of CD and CTS Serial Line logging has been disabled
·	Additional Debugging has been added to note when strings are sent and recieved via IP.

The following issues have been fixed:
·	Import Wizard: If you clicked to search the AudioWall for matching items, it would cover up the list of CD Tracks or Files meaning you couldn't scroll to the bottom of that list.
·	Log Start Times: Log start times were not being updated correctly after an Absolute Time if the previous items would result in an Overrun.
·	Database Log Fields: Fixed an internal problem with the way the "ScheduledHour" field was being populated for some hours.
·	Players Display: Fixed a problem with the SegEditor controls not being cropped at the top in some modes.

v4.0.9

New SmoothEdit:
·	This build of Myriad contains a new radically overhauled SmoothEdit making it much easier to quickly set Intro, Hook and Extro points on songs, and much easier to adjust them using 'nudge' buttons.
·	SmoothEdit can now determine Extros automatically (see "AudioWall Changes" below)

Other SmoothEdit Changes:
·	The URL for the ISRC Lookup has changed as PPL UK have changed their Repertoire Search feature. Unfortunately PPL have also had to remove the automatic search facility so this is no longer available via Myriad.
·	
·	AudioWall Changes:
·	Myriad can now automatically set an Extro on imported Audio. There is a new Global AudioWall Setting that allows you to set the threshold used and whether to force Myriad to always attempt to set an extro.
·	
·	Import Wizard Changes:
·	There is a new option next to the "Auto-Top" option that allows you to control if Myriad should automatically set an Extro on the Imported Audio.
·	
·	Log Editing Changes:
·	When you replace a Log item with a new one (either via 'Replace with...' or 'Suggest') Myriad now keeps the End Type of the previous Log Item.
·	
·	Setup Wizard Changes:
·	The Setup Wizard now defaults to showing you the Connection Strings for a Local Microsoft SQL Express Instance and strongly warns you use a SQL Server instead of Jet based Database files.
·	
·	The following issues have been fixed:
·	Swapping Log items would not always update the Item's Start Times
·	
·	v4.0.8
·	
·	Log Display Changes:
·	Script (and Link-Script) items now have a 'Tick' option next to them to allow you to confirm that the Script has been read. This information is then used by AutoTrack during scheduling.
·	
·	SegEdit Changes:
·	The Segue Editor now ducks the other items around Voice Links.
·	If the top item in the Segue has a Fade ending then it is faded out automatically when you start the bottom item.

Station Database Changes:
·	The default Pre-Cue time has been changed to 'Immediate' for new databases.
·	
·	The following issues have been fixed:
·	You could not fully preview Voice Links immediately before a Split Item.
·	You could not Save a Fade-In on the Segue Editor for the Voice Link unless the start of the Fade-In was moved away from the very start of the Link.
·	During Log Playback, sometimes the ducking of the previous item under Voice Links was not applying to items that had a fade ending if they also had a manually applied Fade Out.

v4.0.7

AudioWall Changes:
·	If you are using the "Use Individual List File" option you can now attach Macro Commands to the Intro Start, Intro End, Hook Start, Hook End and Extro points of a cart as well as the existing option to execute the command the moment the Cart starts playing.
·	
·	Command Processor Changes:
·	You can now use the @ prefix to a Macro Command Name (or !@ for a silent version) to execute commands immediately rather than with a very small delay before firing. You should avoid using this @ facility with any Macro Commands that take a long time to execute - for instance large file imports or that use the WAIT command.
·	You can now include Hex Characters in TCP and Serial Commands - just prefix with a % sign as you would for encoding a web address - for instance to send the Hex symbol 1A you would put %1A

The following issues have been fixed:
·	The SmoothEdit Timing Buttons would creep rightwards if you closed it with audio selected.
·	
·	v4.0.6
·	
·	Myriad Playout now only updates the "Computer List" with Last Used information when it first starts up, rather than every few minutes. This is to reduce the load on replicated files.
·	
·	The following issues have been fixed:
·	Myriad Manager when editing a persons Security Permissions would exit on some systems due to a problem with unavailable Windows Media Formats.
·	Myriad Manager would prompt you twice to save a Contact when quitting.
·	Log Gap Time was being shown up to the next Time Event even if that event was soft deleted.
·	Commands attached to Carts via fired the Log could be sluggish to execute

v4.0.5

On-Air Control Changes:
·	The settings for "never release" and "attempt to gain control" have been reworded to clarify that a "FORCE" can override the Release setting from another computer.
·	
·	Audio Playback/Recording:
·	If you use a K1500E keyboard, or the Macro Command Language to record a cart, the currently recording Cart is now shown on the AudioWall in the same way as carts recorded using the Quick Record button on the Cart Recorder.
·	
·	Advanced On-Air Control:
·	Additional support has been added to help Network Control reconnect after a lost connection when running on Windows 7.
·	
·	The following issues have been fixed:
·	You could not add an item into an empty hour if that was the only hour in the Log.
·	Recording a new Voice Link before a Log item that didn't have any audio would cause Myriad to exit.
·	You could not preview a Segue in the SegEditor if the second item didn't have any audio.
·	If the very last item in the Log is a sweeper then Myriad would exit when viewing the segue in the Segue Editor
·	Adding a Library item to the log was not observing the setting about new items having a 'Stop' end type.
·	Pressing GO on a K1500E (or using the Macro Language) to do a LOG GO would not correctly trigger a Command attached to the Cart of the next item to play.
·	The Record into this Cart right click menu option on the AudioWall was disabled if you had selected "Microsoft Mapper" as your record device

v4.0.4

Dashboard Changes:
·	The Dashboard now shows a count down for Absolute Times.
·	
·	Log Playback Changes:
·	The "In ANY playout mode, fade out ALL Songs..." behaviour has been changed to that it only applies to items marked as Fadeable - so for example it will no longer fade out items with a fade ending that precede a voice link as these items have the "Fadeable" option turned off. This is also reflected in the Segue Editor.
·	
·	Log Editing Changes:
·	The Caption of a unscheduled Sweeper shown in the Segue Editor has changed to "Link" instead of "Voice Link"
·	
·	The following issues have been fixed:
·	Reset Time events were not "resetting" the Start Times if overrunning.
·	Scrolling across an Unscheduled Sweeper would cause Myriad to Exit.
·	The Dashboard was not showing the "next" to play item correctly if you had said yes to "..start after the current item..." to leap over several items instead of soft or hard deleting them.
·	The right click "Export..." options on the AudioWall were only enabled for carts that you had Edit Permissions for.

v4.0.3r2

Import Wizard:
·	Added additional support for "Temporary" attributes to be used on Individual LST files during the process of importing new Audio Files or ripping CD Tracks.
·	
·	Log Editing Changes:
·	The Caption of a unscheduled Sweeper shown in the Segue Editor has changed to "Link" instead of "Voice Link"
·	
·	The following issues have been fixed:
·	The Gap Time bar wasn't being displayed in Standby Mode if you did not have the Dashboard visible.
·	The "On-Air" computer was only refreshing it's Log display if the next item to play was changed, not any other item.
·	The Seg Editor was not saving Fade-In's if the Fade-In Start had not been moved.

v4.0.3 

Audio Playback Changes:
·	Commands attached to carts now execute slightly quicker than before, but there can still be a slight delay, particularly when the cart is being played via the Log.
·	
·	Log Editing Changes:
·	Changes to the log are now recorded and can be viewed using the Log Discrepancies report in AutoTrack.
·	
·	The following issues have been fixed:
·	The Segue Editor would not preview a "fade-in" if the Fade-In Start was at the very beginning of the audio.
·	
·	v4.0.2 
·	
·	AudioWall Changes:
·	If you resize the columns in the Find Cart window, these new sizes are remembered next time you login.
·	
·	Instant Cart Changes:
·	You can now set the font used for Instant Carts separately from the font for other carts.
·	
·	Library Changes:
·	If you resize the columns in the Library window, these new sizes are remembered next time you login.
·	
·	Log Playback Changes:
·	The 'Currently Playing Item' indicator is now Blue instead of Grey when looking at a log that is playing on another pc.
·	
·	Log Editing Changes:
·	When using Insert Song or Insert Link, Song and Link Hour Restrictions and Run dates are now taken into account.
·	Insert and Replace "Sweeper" have been renamed to "Cart as Sweeper" to better reflect where the items are taken from (i.e. the AudioWall instead of the Library)
·	Adding new items to the Current Hour from a PC that is not 'On-Air' now uses more relevant estimated Start Times (which are then updated by the On-Air PC soon after)
·	The Gap-Time indication now works up to the next Time Event or Hour Start/End (whichever comes first)
·	Dropping a Cart that has it's Content Type set to Sweeps into the Log now inserts as a sweeper

Audio Browser, Myriad Manager Audio Reports and Play Log Reports
·	If you adjust the widths of the columns, these are now stored when you close the window and reset the next time you open the window.
·	
·	Audio Setup Changes:
·	Added automatic detection for Lynx Soundcards (must be running Lynx v2.0 drivers released April 21, 2011 or later - for example Lynx AES16e Version 2.0 Build 018o Beta))
·	The default number of Players is now 2

General Setup/Settings Changes:
·	The drop downs for specifying SQL Server Connection Strings now contain suggestions for plain text authentication (as well as the existing options for Integrated Authentication)
·	
·	The following issues have been fixed:
·	The installer was missing a 'Helper' DLL file.
·	There was nothing displayed on screen while the Setup Wizard was loading.
·	On the Log Display, clicking Preview on an item when the Preview player was already in use would preview the new item, but also hide the preview player instead of leaving it visible.
·	The SQL Server Setting in the Setup wizard was not being saved
·	The Extended AudioWall Locations setting was being deactivated by the Setup Wizard in some cases.

v4.0.1 

This is the initial Alpha release of Myriad v4.0 to selected users. 

Myriad has had a significant overhaul compared to earlier versions, and hundreds of changes and updates have been included to improve the speed, performance, reliability and usability of the various parts of the Myriad Family.  

Some important changes:
·	The "Station Log Database" format is a completely new design and is incompatible with older version of Myriad/AutoTrack, so you cannot use older tools to maintain Myriad v4's database.
·	
·	Some of the new features are:
·	Total Log Integration with AutoTrack v4.0
·	Dashboard for Log playout is a massive step forward for busy presenters, bringing together many of the most common 'Live' tasks together in one simple area on screen.
·	SQL Server Support for the Log and Contacts and Users Directory

New AudioWall Features:
·	Jump Buttons: You can now select which set of Jump buttons are displayed at the top the AudioWall Window. This setting is in Myriad Settings at the bottom of the AudioWall tab.
·	
·	New Audio Features:
·	Intro Mid : Allows you to set a marker point in the middle of the Intro of an item to help Presenters identify when the Intro changes - for example a song where a guitar starts to play prior to the Vocal beginning. Please note that this feature is only available if you are only using the "Use Individual Cart List" option.
·	
·	New Library Features:
·	'Library' is the new name for the older 'Database' area.
·	
·	New Log Features:
·	Simplified Log Display means information is displayed more clearly, with a lot less screen clutter.
·	Gap Time : The log now shows the 'Gap Time' at the bottom of the log display instead of the Total Time in Hour. You can switch back to the Total Time view by turning of the Gap Time option in Myriad Settings>Station Database Options tab
·	Total Log Integration ("TLI") means that whenever you make a change to the log, this is reflected in realtime in AutoTrack.
·	TLI also means that new AutoTrack features such as the ability to "bind" a link to a song are used in Myriad - so when you add a Song to the Log the 'bound' link is also added to the Log in the correct place.
·	The Currently Playing Item indicators are now displayed on all Log displays, not just in the Studio so you can quickly see which items are playing live on-air.
·	'On-Air' Hour Editing If you have permissions to edit the On-Air hour from outside the studio, you will now find that the Studio automatically refreshes it's display to show the changes within 10 seconds. When editing the hour from outside, you will see that the Log Timing and Total Hour Duration are not updated until the Studio has 'seen' the changes - this is to make sure that the Log is always up to date with the latest information about what's playing.
·	Sales and Promotion Scripts can now be directly included in the Scheduled Log and the presenter then virtually 'ticks' the Script to mark is as read. This information is then sent as part of the reconciled Logs back to the Traffic system. 

New Options:
·	AudioWall: 
·	AudioWall Settings (Global) : 



